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I. INTRODUCTION
Let p E R[z] be the polynomial z H p ( z ) = xn+' + ~~= , a k x k with real coeffcients { a k } , and let S C C be the semi-algebraic set S := { z E C I g k ( z , F ) 2 0, k = l , ..., m } , (1) where g k E C [ z , Z] is a complex polynomial of Z, z for all k = 1,. . . , m. Consider the following issue.
Provide a necessary and suficient condition on the coef jicients ( a 3 } of p for all the zeros of p to be in S.
In addition to its mathematical interest, this root clustering issue has interesting engineering applications, notably in control (see e.g. Gutman and Jury [4] ). For instance, when all its zeros are in S = { z E C I z + F < 0}, p is Hurwitz (or, stable), a well-studied case in the control literature, for which several well-known necessary and sufficient conditions on the coefficients { a 3 ) are available (see e.g. Gantmacher [3] ). More general regions S of the complex plane C have been investigated, notably in the pioneering paper of Kalman [SI, and later by e.g., M a k o [6], Gutman and Jury [4] , Taub and Gutman [8] , and various characterizations have been obtained for so-called transformable regions of C . Another notable contribution is the work by Chilali and Gahinet [l] on matrix eigenvalue clustering; they consider sets S that are LMI-regions (that is, S C C can be represented by an LMI in z , 7) and provide a necessary and sufficient condition which is affine in the original matrix coefficients, hence particularly attractive for control synthesis.
In this paper, we consider a set S C C as in (l), and provide a necessary and sufficient condition as follows.
We first introduce a real-valued moment matrix -M2, (y) and m localizing real-valued matrices Mzn ( g k , y) associated with the m polynomials gk that define S. The result is in the spirit of the condition in Lasserre [7] for all the zeros of p to be real and in a prescribed interval [a, b] of the real line. The methodology is based on the K-moment problem and uses recent results by Curto and Fialkow [2] on flat positive extensions of moment matrices.
Our conditions have three nice features :
(a) They are fairly general since no particular assumption on the set S in (1) is needed.
(b) The number of LMI variables y does not depend on the the number of polynomials gk (z,Tir) in the definition of S. We always need no more than n(n + 1)/2 variables, as in Chilali and Gahinet El] . More importantly, it suffices to solve only one LMI condition, which fixes all the variables yj at a (unique) value y;. Then, it only remains to check afenvards whether each of the m remaining (known) localizing matrices Ad2n(gk,y*) is p.s.d. In contrast, the LMI approach in Gutman and Jury [4] requires to solve an LMI for each polynomial gl; in the definition of S. In Chilali and Gahinet's LMI approach [l], the unknown matrix is involved in as many LMIs as LMI-regions (when S is the intersection of several LMI-regions).
(c) If S is replaced with another semi-algebraic set S', we need not solve another LMI. With the same y*, we only need to check whether the new localizing matrices associated with S' are p.s.d. This is also in contrast with previous approaches.
On the other hand, the LMI conditions are not affine in the coefficients of p as in Chilali and Gahinet [l] .
NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
With i , j ,~ E N, let { Z Z Z~}~+~~~ be the usual basis of 
A. Moment matrix
Given an infinite array {yz3} c C , we define the moment Z ] be of degree at most T , with vector of coefficients f = {fij} in the basis (2). Then, with the usual scalar product (., .) in 
B. Localizing m a t h
We define the localizing matrix Al,.(g, y) E Cs(')x"(') associated with a given polynomial g E C [ z , 71, and an infinite array {yz3} c C. If we write g ( z , F ) = Ci,3ENgz32z3, then Af, (9, y) is obtained from Ad, (y) by :
Let y be the moment sequence of a measure p on C, and let f E C[z,Z] be of degree at most T , with vector of coefficients f = {fz,} in the basis (2). Then It is well-known that every sj is a polynomial in the coefficients of p, which can be obtained easily. Every sj, j = 0,1,. . ., can be obtained numerically via 1 n + l sj = -[a1,.2a2,*-* , n a n , n + 1](CP)jen+i,
where Cp E R("fl)x(n+l) is the companion matrix of p and en+l = {en+l,j} E Rn+' is defined by e,+l,j = 6,+lj, j = l , ..., n + l .
MAIN RESULT
Let p E R[z] be as in (8) 
0 9 , 3 1 n for some scalars {~~~( l , q ) } , that can be computed easily. In particular, it follows that for all U , v E N, s F z " p ( z > dp = 0 yields
k=O whereas s F z v p ( Z ) dp = 0 yields in closed form as a polynomial in the coefficients { a 3 } of p. This is not the case for the yzj's. However, for yTq, the coefficients {uz3(Z,q)} in (11) are easy to obtain. As we cannot get the {y:3}z,3sn in terms of the u3's we are going to define a moment matrix and localizing matrices, with vuriubles {yz3} in lieu of the (fixed, but unknown) {Y:}. denote by A42n(~, y) (resp. Mzn(g, s, y)) the moment matrix h/iZn(y) defined in (3) (resp. the localizing matrix M2n(g, 9 ) defined in (6)) with T := 2n, and where : -each entry y30 and yo3 is replaced with the Newton sum s3 in (9).
-each entry ylq is replaced with the expression (11) in the variables yt3, with 0 I i,j I n (and where 900 = 1).
Observe that M 2 n (~, y), M2,(g, s, y) E RS(2n)XS(2n), i.e., are real-valued symmetric matrices, and depend linearly on -the known values { s 3 } (the Newton sums of p , which are themselves known nonlinear functions of the coefficients (a31 of PI.
-the variables {Yzj}1<z,jSn (yo0 = 1).
We now can state our main result. 
In view of z2 = 2az -b, the column associated with z2
(resp. with Z2) is a linear combination with weight (2a, -b)
of columns z and 1 (resp. columns F and 1). Therefore, dzleting those two rows and columns, the simplified form Al2(s, y) of M2(s, y) now reads 2 Next, let S, be the set { z E C I Z + z L -7). As f E Aii2(sly), one may also define the simplified form Al2(g, s, y) of the localizing matrix A12(g1 s, y), associated with the polynomial z H g(z,Z) := -y -z -Z. With a,' -1/2,b = 1, the zeros are z = (-1 f i&)/2, and A l 2 ( s, y) 2 0 reads
h which implies y11 = 1. We may check that rank M~( s , y) = 2 (hence razk M 2 ( s , y) = 2), in accordance with Theorem 3.3. Next, Al2(g, s, y) 2 0 reads
so that with y 0, as both zeros of p are in S,, we may check that Al2(g,s,9) k 0 (hence A42(g,s,y) k 0).
Moreover, in accordance with Theorem 3.3(iii), we have rankM2(s, y*) -rankMz(g, s, y*) = 2 -2 = 0 as no zero of p satisfies g(z,Z) = 0.
With y = 1 we obtain a limit case where $f2(g, s, y) (as well as M2(9, s, y)) vanishes; as both zeros of p are on as,, where deg(g) = 2t -1, or 2t.)
We next prove that v = p (with p as in (10)). Let {z(i)}t:;' be the SO distinct zeros of p , and write the two probability measures for some scalars {Xk}. In other words, the polynomial z H X k z k of degree at most so -1 has so distinct zeros, a contradiction. Hence, U = U , so that v = p and y = y*.
As v was a rankA42,(s,y)-atomic measure, it follows that p has SO = rankM2,(s,y*) distinct zeros.
(ii) (a) + (b) is trivial. Let p be as in (10) and let y* = {Y:} be the vector of its moments (4). Then y* is a feasible solution of the LMI, M~,(s, y) ? 0 because y* is a moment sequence (see (5)). Moreover, h4zn(gk, s, y*) 2 0 holds for all k = 1,. . . , m because p is supported on the zeros of p , all located in S (see (7)).
(b) + (a). As M2,(gk,s,y) k 0 for all k = 1,. . . ,m, proceed as in the proof of (i). By Theorem 1.6 in Curto and Fialkow [2], the atomic measure v = p is also supported on S . Finally, (iii) follows directly from [2, Theor. 1.61.
